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Pressure field of finite ampłitude sources is examined in tiu! paper. Detailed measurements of non/inear
distortion within beams radiated by plane and [ocused circular pistons are presented: Comparison o!
experimental results are made with numerical calculations based on tiu! nonlinear parabolic wave equation
(KZK) with the equivalent boundary condition adequate to tiu! actual boundary condition: Special attention
is paid to impact that the pressure distribution at the radiating surface has on tiu! phenomena occurring in
the vicinity of the source. Focused beam is examined over a distonce extending up to post local region.
Investigation is carried out with various pressure ampłitude at the source in pseudo continuous wave
conditions.
1. Introduction

Finite amplitude sources find miscellaneous
ways ot practical application in many areas,
especially in medicine [9, 12, 15] and industry [10,
14,18]. Both pIane and focused sources are used
widely in either continuous wave or pulsed mode,
and at intensities whieh lead to non-linear effects
sueh as harmonie generation and shock formation.
Typical ultrasonic sources generate strong
diffraction phenomena, whieh combine with finite
amplitude effects to produce waveforms that vary
from point to point within the sound beam.
In many applications the most important are
phenomena occurring in the nearfield area. It is
caused by the fact that due to the applied
measurement set up arrangement and the ehosen
parameters ot used transducers the measured or
diagnosed object is often situated within the
nearfield area.
Many papers have been published devoted to
the problem of the nonlinear distortion ot the
finite amplitude wave in the nearfield of the
source, The fine structure of the nearfield
presents difficulties to both: the theoretical and
the experimental investigations. One of the first
papers devoted to the theoretical description of
the nearfieId ot the finite amplitude source was
published in 1971 by Ingenito and Williams Jr,
[17]. There the second harmonie field of a piston

transducer was calculated by means ot the
perturbation
method.
The pioneering
investigations of nonlinear effects in directional
sound beams were performed by Bakhvalov et al.
[8]. A significant step was made by Norwegian
scientist, who solved the KZK equation
numerically, usingthe finite difference scheme [1],
whieh is known as the Bergen code. It accounts
for the nonlinearity, absorption and diffraction.
The solution is widely used in comparing the
measureroent resuIts [5, 24] and may be modified
according to the measurements conditions. The
algorithms used in the computation are
permanently improved and developed, among
them may be mentioned such as: the time domain
algorithm based on the nonlinear progressivewave equation (NPE) [23], the time-domain
algorithm developed by Lee and Harnilton based
on a modified form ot the KZK equation [19] and
the frequency-domain
algorithm without
restriction of the area of validity in the vicinity of
the source elaborated by FiIipczyński et al. [13].
Sources of different shape are used in
investigations, for instance pIane and focused
circular sources [3] and rectangular sources [6,
20]. Underwater focused sources, reported in
literature, couId be divided into two groups. The
first one consists of sources with additional lens
[4,21,22] and the second one· ot a single PZT
element [2, 16]. In experiments performed by B.
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G. Lucas, T. G. Muir the concentrating biconcave
polystyrene lens was separated from radiating
piane element, while A C. Baker used planoconcave lenses coupled to the transducer face.
The purpose of tbe paper is to review
measurements of finite amplitude sound beam in
water, both focused and unfocused, and compare
tbem witb predictions obtained using a frequency
domain algorithm for solving KZK equation. The
conducted investigations enricb data conceming
field of pIane finite amplitude circular sources
with
uniform
and
nonuniform
pressure
distnbution
at the radiating surface. In tbe
experiments are used aIso focused sources of two
mentioned above types: the first - consisting ot a
single PZT bowl element and the second manufactured in tbe form of plano-concave PMM
lens joined witb a pzr circular source. The
purpose of the investigation is the observation of
the pressure field distribution and growth of
nonIinear distortion of finite amplitude wave
within a beam and especially tbe ebanges in
spatial distnbution of fundamental and higher
harmonie components.

complete discussion of the domain of validity of
the KZK equation for piane and focused piston
sources is provided in [26, 27].
The boundary condition for the pIane circular
source with uniform velocity amplitude and radius
a are given in the following form:

p(r,z=O,t) = P sin( w ot) H( I11 )
o

a

where Pe is the effective pressure amplitude at the
source, Wo is the angular frequency, and H is the
Heaviside unit step function. Since the order of
accuracy of tbe KZK equation is consistent with
the use of the linear pIane wave impedance
reIation [25] P=Pocou, where u is the particIe
velocity in tbe z direction, the boundary condition
(2) can be expressed in terms of pressure rather
than particle velocity. In all calculations and
experiments !o = w j2-rr is the resonance frequency
of the transducer.
The boundary condition given in Eq. (2) are
determined
completely by the followiog two
independent dimensionless parameters:

2. Theory

(3)

The theoretical predictions are obtained from
numerical
solution
of the KZK nonlinear
paraboIic wave equation, written in terms of
sound pressure p:

(1)

Only axisymmetric radiation is considered, witb

z the coordinate along tbe axis of the sound beam,
r the distance from the beam axis, and 'T = t - z/c.
a retarded time, where Co is the propagation
speed. The first term on tbe right-hand side of
Eq. (1) accounts for diffraction. Thermoviscous
attenuation is taken into aecount by the second
term, where bis the dissipation coefficient and p ,
is the ambient density of the fluid. In the third
term, 13=1+B/A denotes the coefficient of
nonlinearity. In generał Eq. (1) is an accurate
model of the pressure
field produced
by
directional sources (ka > > 1,where k characterises
the wave number and a the radius of the source)
at distances beyond a few source radii and in
regions close to the source, the paraxial region
(up to about 20" off the axis in the far field) The
restriction
is satisfied
in most
practical
applications
of directional
sound beams. A
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(2)

The subscript p, and subsequently f, is used to
distinguish between the parameters for pIane and
focused sources, respectively. Both parameters in
Eq. (3) are normalised by the Rayleigh distance
Ro=woa2/2co' In the defmition of the absorption
parameterAl" ao =bw//2p ocoJ is the thermoviscous
attenuation coefficient at frequency wd Thus.zt, is
the ratio of the characteristic diffraction and
absorption length scales. In the nonlinearity
parameter Np' ZN =Poco3/f3w,jJo is the piane wave
shock formation distance, an therefore Np is the
ratio of the characteristic
diffraction
and
nonlinearity Iength scales.
For a focused source with focal length d the
boundary condition is given as follows [27, 16]:

In that case three dimensionless
must be specified:

parameters

(5)
where G is the linear focusing gain, equal to tbe
peak value of pipo at the geometrie focus
(r,z) =(O,d) for continuous small-signał radiation at

frequency CtJo in a lossless fluid. The absorption
parameter At and nonlinearity parameter N, are
scaled here according to the focallength.
3. Measurement set up
Experiments performed in our laboratory allow
to obtain some interesting data on properties of
finite amplitude sources. Unfortunately the area
of observation is limited by dimensions of the
tank. Measurements of field distribution of finite
amplitude sources are carried out using the
experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The
examined transmitter and hydrophone are usually
positioned along a larger horizontal axis in a tank
of water. The tank has dimensions of 1.4 m long
by 1.2 m wide and 1.2 m deep. A precise
positioning of the transmitter and the receiver
during measurements of characteristics of the
acoustic sources is very important. A careful
alignment ot the source and the receiver is
partieularly indispensable when the pressure
distribution at the axis is examined. Therefore
high precision equipment has to be used when
conducting the above experiments. It consists of
three translation guides each perpendicular to
each other, all fitted out with stepping motors and
controlled
automatically. The movement
resolution is theoretically equal to 0.0125 mm.
The PC used in measurement is also used to
control the positioning device.

4. Piane ciralłar piston soun:e
The growth of the nonlinear distortion can be
noticed by obseIVingthe changes in the shape ot
the wave and in the rising of the amplitude of the
higher harmonie components with the increasing
distance from the source.
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Fig. 2. The changes in the shape oj the wave
measured on the beam axis wilh the increasing
distance from the source

Fig. 2 shows the shape of the wave measured
at different distances from the piane circuIar
piston transmitter of 46-mm-diam and 1.0-MHz
center frequency.
Changes in spectrum of the wave during its
propagation in nonlinear medium are often used
to evaluate the nonlinear distortion. The shape of
the wave measured in the axisot the source at the
distance of 70 mm, 420 mm and 720 mm, and
their respective spectra are presented in Fig. 3.
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1. The measurement set up

For pseudo CW measurements a sinusoidal
tone burst ot about SO cycles is applied to the
device. The pressure is measured using a needle
hydrophone of l-mm-diam PVdF equipped with
preamplifier manufactured by Acoustics Precision
Ltd. Its receiving characteristic covers the
frequency range from 0.5 MHz up to 20 MHz.

Fig. 3. The shape oj the wave measured in the axis
oj the source at the distance o! 70 mm 420 mm and
720 mm and their respective spectra
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In the piane distant 720 mm from the source
the distortion is quite considerabIe. The amplitude
of the second harmonie equals to about 28% of
the amplitude of the first harmonie.
The results of sum measurements allow to
determine the pattem of pressure distribution.
The fust comprehensive series of experiments
peńormed for comparison with numericalsohition
based on the KZK equation is reported in a
sequence ot articles by Baker et al [4,5,7].
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Fig. 4. Measured pressure amplitude of fundame1lla1,
second; and third harmonie components along the
beam axis of the plane circular source [5J
Pl [dB re l MPaJ

nominal center frequency of 2.25 MHz
corresponding to a ka value of 181. The averaged
peak pressure across the transducer face was at
100 kPa.
The measured pressure amplitudes along the
beam axis for the fundamental, the second and
the third harmonie components are shown in Fig.
4,while the comparison between the experimental
results and the theoretical prediction is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The results of experiment (solid line)
are shown together with the results of numerical
calcu1ation (dashed line). The comparison could
be done from the distance enforced by restriction
in validity of the applied numerical model.
The pressure distribution at the radiating
sumce of real sources not always is uniform.
Curves in the next figures (Fig. 6) pointed out the
differences in the pressure distribution of the
primary wave as well as higher harmonie
components.
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Fig. 5. Compesison of measured. (--j and
theoretical (- - .) levels oj fundamental and second
harmonie components along the beam axis [5J
The experimental measurements were made
with a plane transducer 38-mm-diam driven at its
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Fig. 6. PIY:SónIrCdistribUlion of the tIuu first
harmonie components vetsus range computed for
vanous type of sources: U - uniform source, G .
Gaussian source, p. plane wave model [IJ
Those distributions are obtained theoretically
by Aanonsen et al. [1] for three various shapes of

pressure distnbution at the radiating sumce.
Apart from that alI parameters of the souree are
assumed to be the same. Calculations are carried
out for uniform source (U), for the equivalent
Gaussian source (G), and for pIane wave model
(P). The pIane wave shock formation distance in
all cases equals to 0.736. The curves approach
each other when a='Z/Ztl is of order one.
Fig. 7 presents
the data obtained
experimentally for source with nonuniform
pressure distribution at the radiating surface. The
curve approximating the measured data used in
calculation as describing tbe boundary condition
is the one of polynomial type. Results of
calcuIations fit well the ones predicted
theoretically and indicate the great impact of the
pressure distnbution at the source on spatial
pattem of the pressure field distribution. The
resemblance illustrated in Fig. 7 confirms that it
is one of the main factors that influenoes the
phenomena occurring in the vicinityof the source
of finite amplitude.

model used in calculations gives good results on
and off the acoustic axis for high levels of
nonlinearity. The main difficultywas encountered
in determining the precise initial conditions for
the model, in particular the focallength and drive
level.
Pressure I dB re 1 MPa
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Fig. 8. Comparison oj measured pressure kvels
(--j widz theory jor fundamental. s«ond and third
harmonie components along the axis oj the source
widz additionai lens; G=12.09 [4]

Pressure I dB re 1 MPa

Or-------------------------------~

Fig. 7. Pressure distribution of the four first
harmonie components along the beam exis obtained
assuming połynomial pressure distribution at the
source: (- - -), experiment: (-)
5. Focused sources

Features similar to tbose observed in field of
piane sources appear also in focused sound
beams. One of the types of examined focused
souroes is based on. a circuIar piane pRoa. with
the addition.allens. Baker [4] investigated soch
focused sources for a wide range of gam The
comparison of measured axial pressure levełswitb
tbeoretical results for focused sources with gain
G=1209 is shown in Fig. 8, and beam patterns in
the focal plane obtained for the source with gain
G=3.90 are presented in Fig. 9. The parabolic

Radial range I mm

Fig. 9. Beam pauems oj Jundmrtent4l, second and
third harmonie componenls measunJ in the jocał
p/4ne (--j widz theory (- - -) obtIziIIed for the
sowce widz addilionaJ Jem, G=3.90 [4J

The second type of focused sourees is based on
a single PZl' element in a form of focusing bawI.
Detalled measurements ot such sources were
carried out by Averkiou and Hamilton [2], also in
a pulse mode [3l. Measurements of the wave-form
and corresponding frequency spectrum for shoek
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tormation in a pulse at the geometrie tocus (z=d),
with d!~=0.34 are illustrated in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Wase-form and corresponding spectrum at
the geometrie focus in th« Mld ~I a locused circular
piston [3/

For our investigations of focused sources we
used two types of them. The first one is based on
a circuIar pIane piston coupled to the planoconcave PMM lens, It was driven at its central .
frequency of l MHz. The.source has the effective
radius a=29 mm and the foeal length d=141 mm.
Measurement was performed in water with
temperature ot about 19 "C. Determined during
measurements parameters ofwater influencingthe
finite wave propagation were as follows: sound
speed was 14795 mis (11J. density - 998.4 kg/m3,
nonlinearity parameter of water B/A=4.86, and
small signal absorption coefficient - about
0.00234 Np/m. In sucb. conditions the Rayleigh
distance equals R,,=1.92 m, ka=127, the focusing
gain G=13.6, the dimensionless parameter of
absorption
Ą=0.045,
and dimensionless
parameter of nonlinearity Nr=1.91.
The cb.angesin the amplitude of the pressure
along the axis are shown in Fig. 11. The
distr:iNtion of the four first harmonie components
predicted theoretically illustrates the upper figure,
wh.ile the results of measvrements are shown
below it. In the middIe picture we can see the
pressure distribution ot the fundamental
component and at the bottom the pressure
distnbution of higher harmonie components (2-5).
The second of examined sources is based on a
single PZT element in a form of focusing bowl.
The source is driven at its central frequency 15
MHz. It has the effective radius a=25 mm and
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Measurement was performed in water with
temperaturo of about 20 "C. Determined during
measurements parameters ofwater influencingthe
finite wave propagation were as folIows: sound
speed was of 1484 m/s [11l, density - ot 998.0
kg/m3, nonlinearity parameter ofwater B/A=4.91,
and small signal absorption coefficient - about
0.00234 Np/m. In sucb. conditions the Rayleigh

distance eqnals R,,=1.97 m, ka=158, the focusing
gain G=19.7, the dimensionIess parameter of
absorption A,=0.1109. The investigations were
carried out for radiating pressure of various
values, therefore dimensionless parameter of
nonlinearity NI changed from 0.3823 to 3.6663.
Results obtained during measurements of
moderate distorted wave are presented in Fig. 12.
We can see the flrst and the second harmonie
components distnbutions along the beam axis.
The results of experiment (solid line) are shown
together with the results of numerical calculation
(dashed line). The comparison could only be done
starting from certain distańce from the source
because of the existing limitations of the applied
numerical model.

the distance of 2d, 3d, 4d and 7d is shown in Fig.
13, whereas the distribution of the three first
harmonics at the distańce 2d is presented in Fig.
14.

Fig. 13. The transverse pressure distribution of tne
first hannonic component at the distance of 2d, 3d,
4d and 7d
po=l27kPa
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Fig. 12. The pressure distribtuion of the first and the
second hannonic components along the beam axis
of the single PZT element focused source

The measured distortion of the wave is lower
than the one predicted theoretically for the source
with an additionallens. The ratio of the pressure
amplitude at the focus to the amplitude at the
source's surface as well as the ratio of the
maximal pressure amplitudes ot higher harmonie
components to the amplitude at the source's
surface are lower than the theoretical ones.
However the area of increased pressure (the
focus region) is larger than the expected one. It
could be caused by nonuniform pressure
distribution on the radiating surface, wbiłe in
theoretical calculation the pressure distnbution
was assumed to be uniform. The agreement
between results obtained theoretically and
oxporimcntally for the single PZT bawi element
source is much higher.
The spreading of the sound beam in the post
focal region may be assessed using pattems of
pressure distnbution at pIanes perpendicular to
the beam axis. The transverse pressure
distribution of the ftrst harmonie component at
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Fig. 14. The pressure distribution of the three first
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Assuming the distance between the maxima of
the extremal side-Iobes (most distant from the
beam axis) to be the width of the beam, the
pattem of the beam spreading could be obtained
as shown in Fig. 15.
The maxima of the last side-lobes in
characteristies
of the second harmonie
components occur approximately at the same
distańce as in characteristics of the fust ones. The
empirically obtained curve bordering the beam
could be approximated to the one descnbed as
folIows:

I = 0.0248*(~)2
a

d

+

0.4990*~ - 0.5029
d

(6)

where: 7/d is the distance expressed in terms of
the focallength.
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Fig. 15. TIu! pattern of the beam spreading in the
post foeal region: obtained experimentaUy t=').
approximating curve(- - -)
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Fig. 17. Changes in pressure along the beam axis in
the post focal region for various pressure value at
the source: 1 - Po=231 kPa, 2 - Po=127 kPa, 3 Po=127 kPa

The examples ot registered shape of wave
within the beam and its spectrum are presented in
Fig. 16. The wave-torm remains almost invariable
within the bordered area along and crosswise the
beam in spite ot the pressure decreasing with the
distance from the source, as shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 16. The shape of wave at the beam axis and its
spectrum measured at the distance 2d and 7d from
the sourr::e
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Fig. 18. The shape of wave and its spectrom
measured at the beam axis and outside the border of
beam at the piane distam of 5d from the sourr::e
Obtained resuIts confirm slight changes in
spectrum of the wave within the beam. For
instance, in the case when pressure at the source
Po = 231kPa, the differences in spectra determined
on the axis at the distance 2d and 7d are

tollowing: the second harmonie component
normalised to the fust increases by about 25%,
the third remains nearly the same, the fourth
decreases by 4.8% and the fifth decreases by
10.7%. The differences in spectra determined at
the same distance (5d) on axis and at the border
ot the beam are greater. The second harmonie
components decrease by about 23% , the third by 30%, the fourth - by 41% and the fifth - by
52%. Outside the border of beam the non1inear
distortion fades out more rapidly than inside as
pointed in Fig. 18.
The presented results of investigation ot
focused field in the post focal region lead to the
conclusion that in that area up to certain distance
wave propagates as a wave of steady shape. It
propagates as a beam with border determined by
the maxima of the extremal side-lobes in the
transverse pressure distnbution. The ehange in
spectrum across the axis is faster than along the
axis, where it is very slow. The spreading of the
beam could be treated roughly as linear in the
considered area.
6. Concłusions

The paper presents the results ot the
experimental investigations ofthe finite amplitude
wave field distnbution. The measurement results
obtained using the high precision facility which
controlled the movement of the receiver. It
contains also the results of measurements together
with calculations allow to make a thorough study
ot the nonlinear distortlon growth in the pressure
field ot finite amplitude sources. They eonfirm the
usefulness of both the elaborated metbod and the
measurement set up for the investigations,
especially in the vicinty ot the source,
The presented resu1tsot measurements provide
valuable information on pressure field of
examined sources. The investigations of such a
kind, in spite ot the tact that they are highly timeconsuming, are particularly useful in the case of
sources with complex radiating surface tor which
theoretical evaluation may prove to be extremely
complicated or even impossible.
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